Welcome to the online home of the At-Large (individual Internet user community) for the North American region, providing news, key resources and interactive features for information sharing for individuals and end-user groups in the North American region interested in ICANN and shaping the future of the Internet.

NOTE: According to current the ICANN regional divisions, NARALO only comprises organisations and individuals located in Canada, the United States, and Puerto Rico. Anyone interested from Central America or the Carribbean would join LACRALO.

The 2017 NARALO General Assembly (GA) took place during ARIN in New Orleans, Louisiana.

Video: The 11-Year Anniversary of NARALO @ ICANN61 in San Juan, Puerto Rico

BASIC INFORMATION

- What does ICANN do?
- What is At-Large?
- What is NARALO
- RALO Organising Documents
- NARALO Regional Officers
- How do I get involved?
- What type of groups can be At-Large Structures?
- Why become an At-Large Structure?
- Online At-Large Structure Application form
- NARALO ALSes and Unaffiliated Members
- NARALO Newsletter Archives
- NARALO Brochure and Mailcard
- ALS Starter Kit
- NARALO Orientation - 06 Sept 2017 at 20:00 UTC
- ICANN North America Engagement Strategy, 2019-2020

NARALO ALS Outreach
Outreach and Engagement Materials

- FY20 Outreach and Engagement Strategic Plan
- RA_LO Requests for Funding to support an Outreach Activity
- NARALO Outreach Strategic Plan
- NARALO Outreach calendar
- NARALO Brochure

See past issues of the NARALO Newsletter - HERE

NARALO News
“Keeping the region informed”

- NARALO ALSes Spotlight
- NARALO - ARIN MOU
- NARALO Secretariat Monthly Reports
- NARALO Older Announcements
- At-Large Policy Development Workspace - See what Policy Statements the At-Large Community is currently working on.
- ALS applications being reviewed (Google Docs account needed for access)
- Active Documents
- NARALO Miscellaneous

AT-LARGE COMMUNITY CALENDAR

USEFUL LINKS

- AFRALO: African RA_LO
- APRALO: Asian/Australian/Pacific RA_LO
- EURALO: European RA_LO
- LACRALO: Latin America and the Caribbean RA_LO
- At-Large official website
- At-Large mailing lists - Join the debate online
- ICANN official website
- ICANNWiki NARALO Site
- NEW! ICANN E-Learning page - Includes various At-Large materials
- NEW! NARALO ALSes Spotlight

MOU Signing in 2007
ANNOUNCEMENTS AND INFORMATION

New! NARALO Member Survey 2020
NARALO 2020 Regional Selections
Post-ATLAS III Activities
At-Large 2020 Priorities
FY 21 NARALO Outreach and Engagement Strategic plan
NARALO Universal Acceptance Working Group

MEETINGS AND EVENTS

- Next NARALO Meeting: 10 August 2020
- NARALO Orientation - 06 Sept 2017 at 20:00 UTC
- Previous NARALO Meeting: 13 July 2020
- Next NARALO Webinar: At-Large NARALO Orientation - September 2017
- NARALO Rules of Procedures Working Committee Call: 16 January 2017
- NARALO General Assembly 2017
- NARALO Meetings and Events
- At-Large Advisory Committee Meetings
- ICANN International Meetings

BECOME INVOLVED IN NARALO

Where can I get more information?

- Where do I find the Application Forms?
- Where to find the NARALO Operating Principles?
- NARALO General Assembly Chair’s Calendar